Monte Carlo as a tool to evaluate the effect of different lung densities on radiotherapy dose distribution.
This study aims at evaluating the effects of different lung densities on dose distribution after irradiation at different field sizes, by comparing experimental measurements, GEANT4 Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and two TPS calculation algorithms on ad hoc phantoms. Irradiations were performed with a Varian Clinac 2100 C/D with a nominal energy of 6 MV. Dosimetric experimental measurements were obtained with radiochromic films. A model based on GEANT4 MC code was developed to simulate both the accelerator and the phantoms. Results of dose distribution show an acceptable agreement between MC simulations and experimental measurements, both in the tumour-equivalent region and in the normal tissue-equivalent ones. On the opposite, results vary among the TPS algorithms, especially in regions of lung-equivalent material at low density, but also at the interface between lung- and tumour-equivalent materials.